
 

   TECHNICAL DATA 

LEATHER GUARD 
FINE LEATHER CLEANER/FINISHER & CONDITIONER 

 
Leather Guard keeps that brand-new, supple, fine finished leather look and feel for luxury aircraft, 
RV or automotive seating, fine furniture or institutional use.  Leather Guard is the finest 
enrichening formula available for leather nutrition. Cleaning, by necessity, removes oils that have 
to be replaced to maintain the surface and feel of the leather.  Leather Guard lightly cleans while 
restoring these essential natural oils and conditions the surface after cleaning.  It is used to 
enhance appearance of all types of faux leather surfaces as well.  Leaves premium leather look and 
feel (not shiny), and does not leave a slippery, glossy surface.  Supplied ready to use (cream). 
 

 Cleans and restores leather to a soft, supple, finished leather look and feel    
 Reconditions dry, stiff leather 
 Does not leave a slick, shiny or tacky surface  
 Extreme economy of use 
 Safe and easy to use 
 Can be used to clean and condition faux leather materials  
 Gentle, effective cleaning and leaves a rich, fresh leather aroma 
 Completely biodegradable 
 Protects surface from re-deposition of soils 
 Conforms to Airframe OEM standards and specifications 

 
 

 
 

 
 Appearance:   Tan, viscous liquid 
 Odor:    Leather  
 pH:    7.7 - 8.2 @ 25oC 
 Solubility:   Dispersible 
 Flash Point:   None 
 Specific Gravity: 0.960 @ 25oC 

 
 
 
 
 
 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 



 
 
 
 
 
For heavily soiled leather, pre clean with Nuvite C-49 used at normal dilution of 1:12 with water. 
When dry, pour small amount of Leather Guard onto smooth cotton rag (T-shirt material –terry 
towels may cause streaking) folded into quarters. Apply uniformly over surface, spreading & 
working into surface as the area is covered. Use a dry, clean cotton towel to polish leather surface 
to a soft luster. Leather Guard replaces critical lost oils due to cleaning, and will help leather to 
resist cracking from over drying.   
 
PRECAUTION: Because Leather Guard is an emulsion, it is sensitive to extreme heat and freezing 
conditions.  Avoid freezing.  Store indoors.  In addition, do not return any spent or unused material 
back into original container.  Avoid eye contact.  When not in use, keep container tightly closed. 
 
When using Nuvite products, please use recommended procedures and equipment. For further 
product information, and technical support, consult a Nuvite Representative at 800.394.8351 
 
 
 
 
Users should follow good safety procedures, including wearing of gloves and goggles along with 
other standard safety procedures. Refer to Safety Data Sheet for further health and safety 
information.  
 
 
 
 
Leather Guard is available in ¼ and 4oz sample, 1 pint, 1 quart, 1, 5 and 55 Gallon Drums 
 
 
This technical data sheet is offered in good faith without warranty or representation solely for the buyer’s use in the evaluation of this 
product. It is the responsibility of the buyer and end user to determine the data and safety information with respect to applicable laws, 
regulations, and the fitness & character of this product prior to full scale use.  UNIVERSAL PHOTONICS and or NUVITE CHEMICAL 
COMPOUNDS (seller) assumes no legal liability for any injury, accident, loss, or damage through the use of this product of which such 
uses are beyond seller’s control.leatherguard.10.16.td 
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